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If legislation that would allocate $6 million

an-

nually for the National Institutes of Health to establish six centers of excellence for Down syndrome
research is approved, Arkansas could have one of
them at the Genetics/Down Syndrome Clinic at
UAMS in Little Rock. The legislation would also
require NIH to create and update a Down syndrome
research plan every five years and the bills call for
the establishment of three research databases.
The set of new bills introduced in Congtess
would establish the first-ever centers for studying
Down syndrome. Since 2000, the Children's Health
Act has specifically authorized research for several
conditions including autism, epilepsy, asthma and
fi'agile X syndrome, but not Down syndrome. Now,
the two bills introduced by U.S' Rep. Cathy
McMorris Rodgers, R-Wash., could change that.
(See
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DOWN SYNDROME STUDY FINDS

FAMILIESARE IIAPPY
Having a child with Down syndrome (DS) may
come as a surprise, but it's a good experience, families are reporting in a trio

of

new surveys. Researchers surveyed more
than 3,000 family members and people with DS
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what's believed to be one
of the largest looks at life
The Cockmon Family
with DS. The findings,
which were published in three articles in the October issue of the American Journal of Medical Genetics, offer a rosy picture.
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BUDDYWALKS
Dardanelle-Logan's River Walk'
October 29, I I :00 a'm (Registration @ l0:00)
Veteran's Memorial Park, Front Street
For information call Teri Collins-Kuras @
47 g -453 -0041. www.riverwalk0 I I 0@yahoo'com

Hot Springs-National Park Buddy Walk
October 29,9:30 a.m'-12:00 P.m.
Family Park (off Airport Road)
For information call Leslie Faulkner-Pate & 501282-828 l. www.nationalparkbuddyrvalk'org
Springdale-Down Syndrome Connection
October 29, 10:00 a.m.
Randall Tyson Recreation ComPlex,
4303 Watkins Street
For information contact Jennifer McWhorter @
47 g -93 6-2 | 49 or markmcwhorter@cox'net
El Dorado-Southern Angels
October 15, l:00 P.m.
For information contact Joede Fleming at
870-866-4060

or dg-ar@yahoo.com o

NEW PARENT'S GROUP
Under the auspices of ADSA, Marcia Cristal is
starting a parent suppo( group called "Gathenng
Resourcei Affecting Ch il dren's Excellence" (GRACE). According to Marcia, the goup
"will allow parents, grandparents or guardians to,
actively seek and share information on a variety of
topics from selecting medical professionals to.-the
best playgrounds in the city". You can mail or
emaii Maicia at 5 I Bellegarde Drive, Little Rock,
AR 72?23 or Loving-Grace@yahoo.com. Or phone

901-359-0286.
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CALLING ALLARTISTS!!!
Woodbine House is holding a contest for creative teens and adults with Down syndrome. They
plan to publish the winning entries in a high quality'
full-color book showcasing the artistic and literary
gifts of people with Down syndrome Contestants
may submit photos or scans of paintings, drawings,
cartoons. collages, sculptures, ceramics weaving'
embroidery. Short stories (fiction)' poetry or song
lyrics are also eligible.
December 31, 201 I is the entry deadline. Winners will be notified by March I , 2012.
For entry information (including forms) go to:
www.woodbinehouse.com/DScreativecontest.asp. s

NEW BOOK
Oral Health Services for Children and Adolesc.e-nts
iith Soecial Health Care Needs: A Resource Guide
ftt" gria" provides information to health professi'onals, program administrators, educators, policymakers, and others working in states and communtties in planning, developing, and implementing efforts to ensure that children and adolescents with
special health care needs receive optimal oral health
care. To order go to http://ask'hrsa gov/
results-material
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HAPPY FAMILIES
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The vast majority of parents said they have a
more positive ouilook on life because of their child
with DS. And, nearly 90 percent of siblings indicated that they feel like they are better people because of their brother or sister with the developmental disability. Nearly all of the survey respondents
with DS said they were happy with their lives, themselves and their appearance. Only 4 percent said they
felt sad about their life.
"As intemational discussion is mountlng over
new prenatal tests, family members have now had
their say about life with DS," said Susan Levine
from the disability nonprofit Family Resource Associates, who worked on the study alongside researchers at Children's Hospital Boston and the DanaFarber Cancer Institute. "And, more importantly, the
people with DS themselves have clearly stated that
they consider their lives valuable "
Researchers did acknowledge that the survey
population could be a slightly biased one since all
respondents came from families that are members of
nonprofit DS groups. Nonetheless, they say the
findings are valuable since they offer the "largest
and most comprehensive portrait of life with DS to

date."
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RESEARCH BRIEFS
Roche starts early stage clinical trial in
Down syndrome. On September 9, Roche Pharmaceutical Company announced the initiation of its
first Phase I clinical trial to investigate the safety
and tolerability of a molecule designed to address
the cognitive and behavioral deficits associated with
Down syndrome.
"There is currently a large unmet medical need
for the treatment of cognitive impairments in individuals who have Down syndrome," comments Luca
Santarelli, Global Head of Roche Neurosciences
Disease Translational Area. "Our strategy at Roche
neurosciences is to specifically address these serious
conditions that have no approved, effective or safe
treatment. This is why we have a strong commitment
to neurodevelopmental disorders, including genetic
disorders like Down syndrome or Fragile X, as well
as autism spectnrm disorders."
Roche press release,
According
"enhancing brain functions such as cognition and
language in individuals with Down syndrome holds
the promise to help these individuals conduct a more
independent life. This may result from the improved
ability to carry out every day's practical tasks such
as finding an apartment, maintaining ajob, or having
a more fulfilling social life. These improvements can
have a significant impact on functioning and qualiry
of life of Down syndrome individuals as well as help
reduce the burden for families, caregivers and the
society."
Based on animal models, an imbalance between
excitatory and inhibitory neurotransmission has been
proposed among the underlying causes of altered
brain function in individuals with Down syndrome.
Roche's investigational drug is being assessed for its
ability to address this imbalance by targeting the
GABAergic (gamma-amino butyric acid) system.
This placebo-controlled study will assess the
safety and tolerability of the investigational drug in
individuals ages l8-30 with Down syndrome. It will
recruit up to 33 individuals in one or wo countries.
The investigational drug has already been tested in
healthy volunteers and demonstrated a good safety
and tolerabihty profile, without significant adverse
events. For more information on the study, access
the Roche Clinical Trials Protocol Registry and ResultsDatabase: htto://www.roche-trials.com/ S
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The legislation is an effort to help level the
playing field when it comes to the allocation of research dollars. Historically, advocates say that funding for Down syndrome has lagged behind that of
other conditions. For example, NIH invests $42 for
every person living with Down syndrome as compared to $3,000 for each person with cystic fibrosis.
For McMorris Rodgers, increasing the federal
focus on Down syndrome has special meaning, as
her son Cole, 4, has the developmental disorder.
"l'm quite concemed that so many ofthe researchers
in the Down syndrome field have difficulty getting
funded," McMorris Rodgers said. "My fear is that
for some, they believe that it's been taken care of
through prenatal diagnosis."
It's unclear when the legislation may be considered in Congress. But the bills do have bipartisan
support
a key to getting legislation passed in rewith co-sponsors Rep. Chris Van Holcent times
- and
len, D-Md.,
Rep. Pete Sessions, R-Texas, on
board. Those backing the measures say some senators have expressed interest in presenting similar
legislation before that body, though nothing has
been introduced yet.

NOW IS THE TIME TO ACT!
Call your U.S Representative and ask him to support Down syndrome research legislation (H.R.2695
and H.R. 2696).

Crawford-

Rep. Rick

Jonesboro (870) 203-0540

Mt. Home (870\ 424-2075
Cabot (501) 843-3043
Washington (202) 225 407 6
Rep. Steve

Womack- Ft. Smith (202)225-4301
Harrison (870) 741-6900
Rogers (479) 464-0446

Washington (202) 225 430 |

Ross

El Dorado (870) 881-0681
Hot Springs (501) 520-5892
Pine Bluff (870) 536-33'1 6
Prescott (870) 887 -67 87
Washinglon | -800-223 -2220

Griffrn

Little Rock (501)324-5941
Washington (202) 225 -2506

Rep. Mike

Rep. Tim

You can also go online to your representative's
web site and send him and email messase. A

